
Copywriting Tips for 
Health Practitioners

FACEBOOK AD
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Let’s face it, one of the biggest gripes I hear from health practitioners is “My ads never get approved, so I may as 

well give up”. They feel like Facebook hates them. Let’s get one thing clear, Facebook doesn’t have it in for health & 

wellness businesses. 

Facebook is an amazing place for businesses of any size to advertise. You can place your ad in from of people who 

live in a specific area, of a specific age and who may have specific interests.

Why it works so well for health professionals is that your audience may be feeling a certain way but it hasn’t 

become such a pressing issue for them that they’ve started to google for answers. Or maybe they have but they’re 

not sure who to see or what to do about it next. That’s why your ad copy (the text that’s associated with your ad 

needs to connect with your target audience (your potential clients.)

And that’s where this Facebook ad Copywriting Guide comes in.

However, first you need to get your ad approved by Facebook! So here’s some common pitfalls and how you can 

write your ads better. This information can also be used as a guide when you want to boost a post as this is also 

advertising. 

Over the past 4 years, I’ve worked with health based businesses to 

help them find new clients, promote online courses, healthy cooking 

ebooks, yoga & wellness retreats and natural health services. From 

website design to Facebook ads, they have always appreciated by 

easy to understand approach - free of marketing double speak.

My goal for you with this guide is to get your Facebook ads approved 

faster without the constant worry that you’re doing something 

wrong.

All the best,

Miranda

FACEBOOK DOESN’T HATE YOU...
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1. AVOID OVERUSING ‘YOU’
For example, by directing people to your free download where they sign up with their email, you can then follow 

up with emails or retargeting ads to get them to convert to book in a consultation, buy a product or sign up for a 

course. And even if you direct people to a blog post - you can do this too! 

As a Health Practitioner, you may want to talk to a specific group of people about the problems they’re having 

and how your experience may be able to assist. The only problem is that Facebook doesn’t like specific groups of 

people being singled out, particularly in a negative way. If you ads have been disapproved, or you’re in the process 

of writing an ad try being more general. 

For example, instead of:

“As a female sufferer of IBS, you might experience bloating after eating certain foods”

You could say something along the lines of:

“Women who experience gut issues can sometimes have bloating after eating”

2. HEALTH CLAIMS  
ARE OUT
You can *almost* say what you want when it comes to Facebook 

or Instagram post. However if you want to promote it further by 

boosting or using it as an ad, you need to play by the advertising 

guidelines. Unfortunately for Health Practitioners, the Facebook 

algorithm doesn’t discern between real health claim and other 

bogus companies. 

For example, an ad that may get disapproved would be:

“Lavender oil is the only way to stop getting headaches naturally”

The reason being that you’re saying there’s no other way to stop a 

headache naturally. You could instead say:

“Lavender oil may help relieve headache symptoms before they become 

apparent”

As with no.1, the more general you can be, the more likely your ad 

will be approved. 
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3. KEEP IT SIMPLE
When I’ve worked with practitioners one thing always becomes clear, with all the health knowledge you have - 

you’re essentially scientists! However, what you need to remember is that it’s your job when you’re marketing your 

business is not to overload people with too much information.  

Think of it like meeting someone at a party and they only talk about what they do in a highly technical way, would 

you be interested? Keep the facts to the essentials, technical jargon to a minimum and acronyms out of your ads. 

Even if you think that everyone knows what PMS, IBS or HRT are, you’ll turn people off if you assume so. 

Remember, when advertising on Facebook, your goal is get to get as many people as interested as possible. 

Below are two very different ads, one may appeal to you more than the other but the one on the right definitely 

keeps it simple!
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4. WRITE LIKE A HUMAN
We’re on Facebook to connect with our family and friends. As users we put up with ads as they’re the price of the 

platform being free. So as advertisers we need to remember that our ads need to be part of the conversation and 

not interrupt. 

I recently worked with a Health Practitioner who had a ‘day job’ working for the Government. I had to continually 

remind her that she wasn’t writing a government report and to write as a person would speak. This includes 

contractions (you’re instead of you are) and more informal language. If you tend to be more of a formal writer, read 

your Facebook post or ad aloud to see if it makes sense. Or ask someone else to! 
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5. NUMBERS GET ATTENTION
When it comes to ad copywriting, some grammar rules don’t apply. You may know the  writingrule that ‘any 

number 12 and under should be written out in full.’ However when it comes to online copywriting, we’re 

dealing with very short attention spans. It’s widely accepted that your website has around 3 seconds to make an 

impression on new visitor before they click away, and I think it’s fair to say that your Facebook ad has even less time 

to make an impression! (How many ads do you scroll past in a day?!) 

That’s why, doing anything to stand out, while making your ad easier to read, whether it’s numbers, exclamation 

points or adding in emoji will all serve you well.
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As a user of social media to promote yourself or your business, you must always remember that your job is to build 

trust with your fans, followers and potential customers so that they will then work with you. If you try and get to 

know them and then ask them to fork over hundreds of dollars in one ad or post, you might find that your ads 

fall flat. That’s why I like to help Health Practitioners understand it’s important to introduce yourself to potential 

customers and ‘ask them out for coffee’ before going all in and asking them to pay for your products and serives.

You can use your Facebook ads to warm up your potential clients / customers by sharing your knowledge to help 

them with their problems - for free. 

You can do this with:

>   An informative blog post

>   A free download or guide 

>    A video training or webinar

>   A Facebook post with relevant information (similar to a blog but they read it on Facebook - not on your website)

Be offering some advice for free in your Facebook ads, you’re more likely to attract more people to click through 

and visit your website. If you only go straight to ‘Book a Consult’ you may find that people are turned off.  

For example, by directing people to your free download where they sign up with their email, you can then follow 

up with emails or retargeting ads to get them to convert to book in a consultation, buy a product or sign up for a 

course. And even if you direct people to a blog post - you can do this too!

As a general rule of thumb, Facebook may give your posts with website links in them lower organic (unpaid) reach, 

and that’s why you might want to spend some money to direct more people there - and use this guide when 

writing your ads!

BUT FIRST, COFFEE. 
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GET MORE TRAFFIC & LEADS
When you post on your Facebook page, you can do this for free and as often as you like. However you may find 

that your posts with website links (that’s links you’ve added to send people to your website to find out more) get 

lower reach. If it’s something that you want people to see, particularly more people than those who already like 

your page, you’ll need to run a paid traffic ad.

Most people have had a go at running ads by hitting ‘boost post’ however this type of ad isn’t actually designed to 

get people to visit your website. That’s because the objective of this ad is to gain more enagement - not traffic.

For that, you’ll want to run a traffic ad.

Before you start spending hours trying to figure out the Ads Manager, head to mirandaivey.com/adscourse to 

find out how you can start getting more traffic to your website & leads to your business - fast.

MIRANDA IVEY
facebook.com/mirandaiveymedia
instagram.com/mirandaiveymedia

mirandaivey.com
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